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JAZZ

Regattabar showcase is pianist Yoko
Miwa’s wellearned reward

CAROLINE ALDEN

Yoko Miwa will celebrate the release of her first album in five years with a May 19 performance
at Regattabar.

By Jeremy D. Goodwin G LO BE C O RRE S PO N D E N T M AY 12, 2017

CAMBRIDGE — Pianist Yoko Miwa has traveled far on her way to becoming one of
the hardestworking musicians in Boston’s jazz scene.
The native of Kobe, Japan, is long established as a weekend fixture here: She and
her eponymous trio have held a Saturday night residency at Les Zygomates in the
District
and have played the Sunday brunch at Ryles in
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Cambridge for
about 15 years. The group has filled out its weekend with a Friday
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night residency at Thelonious Monkfish ever since that Cambridge restaurant
added a dedicated performance space in 2015.
She augments her residencies with annual shows at Scullers and the Regattabar,
and a date at the latter venue May 19 celebrates the release of her first album in five
Years. In short, Miwa and her group always seem to be playing somewhere — and
that’s before you count her work as a fulltime faculty member at Berklee College of
Music, where she gives private lessons.
Still, gigs like the upcoming date at Regattabar are a special treat for Miwa,
drummer Scott Goulding, and bassist Brad Barrett.
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“That’s a listening audience, so you can do anything you want. You can play really
quiet or you can do something really subtle and they can hear. That way we have
more fun,” Miwa says.
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There’s a whole new season of things to see and
do — from music, theater, gallery shows, and
entertainment — in Boston and beyond.

Summer jazz picks

The new album, “Pathways,” is bright and accessible, largely composed of originals
but augmented with selections by Joni Mitchell and the Beatles. Miwa’s technical
chops are evident, yet she’s anything but showy; she prizes space in her sound, and
leaves room for the deep interplay her group has honed over the years.
Miwa started studying classical piano at age 4, but it wasn’t until she was 19 that
she heard the standard “Smoke Gets in Your Eyes” in a movie and started
wondering what was up with jazz. “I didn’t know anything about it but I knew I
wanted to play this music,” she says.
She continued her classical studies at Osaka School of Music while waitressing at
the jazz club owned by organ player Minoru Ozone, who became her first mentor in
the genre. After the devastating earthquake that hit Kobe in 1995 destroyed the
music school where she’d been working, she entered Kyoto Conservatory of Music
and started focusing on jazz. She was 27 when she traveled to the States to enter
Berklee. She didn’t really want to leave home but she resolved to study here for one
year. But one year turned into two, and soon enough it seemed to make sense to
stick around long enough to graduate. Eventually, she realized the move to Boston
would be permanent. She took lots of pickup jobs, sitting in with R&B and reggae
groups, and playing Top 40 at weddings.
“It was too many gigs with everybody. I didn’t want to be somebody else’s pianist,”
Miwa says. She formed a stable trio with Goulding, whom she met at Berklee, in the
drum chair. Though the group has had a few bassists, it’s achieved an intimate level
of musical communication through all the hours its members have logged together
on the bandstand.
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And Miwa and
Goulding continue the musical conversation at home: They’re
Comments
married, and live together in Brighton. “Music is our passion and it’s our life,”
Goulding says. “The trio is our baby.”
The group has occasionally ventured beyond its local haunts, touring Japan and
playing special events at the Kennedy Center and Jazz at Lincoln Center. But
regular work as a national and international touring group has thus far eluded the
trio.
At a Friday night gig this month at Thelonious Monkfish, the Yoko Miwa Trio is
backing famed vocalist Sheila Jordan. The group plays with its accustomed
sensitivity to its setting, and Miwa looks to be having a grand old time. A Japanese
television show recently profiled Miwa as an example of a native who left home to
follow her dreams. But she looks right at home on the bandstand, where she sets up
at least three times a week. If it’s the weekend in Greater Boston, you know where
to find her.
YOKO MIWA
At Regattabar, Cambridge, May 19
Tickets $25, 6173957757, www.regattabarjazz.com
Jeremy D. Goodwin can be reached at jeremy@jeremydgoodwin.com.
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Conan is heading to court after he’s accused of stealing jokes
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What do Caitlyn Jenner, Tom Brady, and the Washington Monument have in
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common? They’re all subjects of punchlines Brookline native Conan O’Brien is
accused of ripping off.

MORE...

What will this critic use as a punching bag if ‘2 Broke Girls’ is canceled?
“2 Broke Girls,” with its filthy humor, its ethnic and racial stereotypes, its affection
for menstrual jokes and groanworthy puns, is dead.

MORE...

John Oliver on Trump ﬁring Comey: ‘Does he really think we ... are this
stupid?’
“It is just inherently suspicious to try and put words in Comey’s mouth as you kick
him out the door,” Oliver said.

MORE...

Huntington Theatre is top dog at Elliot Norton Awards
Three of its four awards went to its production of “Topdog/Underdog.”

MORE...

Is ‘STown’ art or exploitation? It’s complicated.
This remarkable podcast defies description or explanation, but it’s engaging in
ways that you won’t expect.

MORE...

Middle school jazz band learned to play through its grief
In “Mr. Clark’s Big Band” Meredith O’Brien chronicles that first painful year after
student Eric Green’s death, as Jamie Clark and his students healed through
music.

MORE...

A portrait of the rock critic as volcanic force
ArtsEmerson’s oneman show “How to Be a Rock Critic’’ tackles a tumultuous
subject: Lester Bangs.
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The Hulu series based on Margaret Atwood’s dystopian novel is profound,
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chilling, riveting.

MORE...

Rose Art Museum names new director
Luis Croquer, the new head of the Brandeis museum, brings broad international
experience.

MORE...

The mystery of a slightly used dog
To bring a rescue animal into your home is an exercise in questions, and the
creature can’t tell you the answers, only show you.

MORE...

In ‘Peerless,’ the college try means toil and trouble
Company One Theatre is staging Jiehae Park’s play about two ultraambitious
twins at the Boston Public Library.

MORE...

Painful reminders of the myth of a postracial America
Jesmyn Ward has assembled a collection that is vital to living in our times.
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The Ticket: Music, theater, dance, art, and more
This week’s picks for concerts, plays, exhibitions, shows, and other events in the
area.

MORE...

For comic Emily Ruskowski, it all began with a New Year’s resolution
It only took one performance, back in 2009, before she was hooked.

MORE...

Cambodian brings story of genocide to younger audience
A thinly fictionalized biography of Arn ChornPond and his escape from
Cambodia’s Killing Fields is a finalist for this year’s National Book Awards.
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Recovered Thoreau account provides a longlost history
The acquisition is rare and important because it unites three of New England’s
leading intellectuals and Transcendentalists.

MORE...

Guy Ritchie makes a medieval mess of ‘King Arthur’
The director’s flatulent attempt to pump up a new Camelot movie franchise is
$100 million worth of 3D junk.

MORE...

Treaty of Paris stamped North America’s history
Britain’s original copy is at Boston’s Old State House as part of the exhibition,
“1763: A Revolutionary Peace.”

MORE...

Making of the president, the reboot
Perhaps the best thing about “The Road to Camelot’’ is its affection for that many
splendored thing, the American presidential campaign.

MORE...

‘Elephant Company’ by Vicki Croke
Croke’s story is an often moving account of J.H. Williams, who earned the
sobriquet “Elephant Bill” for his unusual bond with the largest land mammals.
MORE...
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